Travel directions to DP World Antwerp
Labour Dispatch
Geslecht - 9130 Doel
GPS coordinates: N 51°17’13,09“ - O 4°16’44,86“

A. Coming from Brussels via de E19:
1. When approaching the Antwerp ring, follow the direction "Brugge-Gent / Haven1000-2000”.
2. After the Craeybeckx tunnel, take the Antwerp ring towards "Brugge-Gent / Haven1000-2000".
3. After the J.F. Kennedytunnel follow the direction E34 "Rotterdam-Brugge-Haven".
4. Keep right and take the second exit; this exit has no number and comes just after exit 6
"Antwerpen-Linkeroever".
5. Keep following the direction "Rotterdam-Brugge-Haven" on the E34.
6. Leave the E34 at the "Breda-Rotterdam-Haven-Doel" arrow; this exit has no number and
comes just after exit 9 "Beveren".
7. Immediately after the Beverentunnel, take exit 11 "Doel/Haven 1500-2000".
8. You reach the traffic lights at the intersection and take the left lane.
9. At the next traffic lights, go straight on to the Sint-Antoniusweg.
10. After about 200m, turn right to the Molenweg, Haven 1900-1965.
11. Drive past the company Indaver (on your left) and the parking entrance of DP World
Administration.
12. Right after the railway, turn left at the junction and follow "Haven 1900-1931". This road is
called "Geslecht".
13. Further on turn left onto the parking area of Labor Dispatch (opposite the entrance of the
company INEOS).
14. You park at the visitor parking and announce yourself to security via the bell on the revolving
door.
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B. Coming from Ghent via E17:
1. When approaching Antwerp, stay on the left lane and follow the direction "Rotterdam / Haven
500-2000".
2. After exit 17 "Zwijndrecht", keep left and leave the E17 in the direction of the E34.
3. Keep following the direction "Rotterdam-Brugge-Haven" on the E34.
4. Leave the E34 at the "Breda-Rotterdam-Haven-Doel" arrow; this exit has no number and
comes just after exit 9 "Beveren".
5. Immediately after the Beverentunnel, take exit 11 "Doel/Haven 1500-2000".
6. You reach the traffic lights at the intersection and take the left lane.
7. At the next traffic lights, go straight on to the Sint-Antoniusweg.
8. After about 200m, turn right to the Molenweg, Haven 1900-1965.
9. Drive past the company Indaver (on your left) and the parking entrance of DP World
Administration.
10. Right after the railway, turn left at the junction and follow "Haven 1900-1931". This road is
called "Geslecht".
11. Further on turn left onto the parking area of Labor Dispatch (opposite the entrance of the
company INEOS).
12. You park at the visitor parking and announce yourself to security via the bell on the revolving
door.
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C. Coming from Aken/Keulen/Luik/Hasselt (E313) & Eindhoven/Turnhout (A21/E34):
1. When approaching the Antwerp ring, follow the direction "Brugge-Gent / Haven10002000/Brussel”.
2. On the Antwerp ring, keep following the direction “Brugge-Gent/Haven1000-2000”.
3. After the J.F. Kennedytunnel follow the direction E34 "Rotterdam-Brugge-Haven".
4. Keep right and take the second exit; this exit has no number and comes just after exit 6
"Antwerpen-Linkeroever".
5. Keep following the direction "Rotterdam-Brugge-Haven" on the E34.
6. Leave the E34 at the "Breda-Rotterdam-Haven-Doel" arrow; this exit has no number and
comes just after exit 9 "Beveren".
7. Immediately after the Beverentunnel, take exit 11 "Doel/Haven 1500-2000".
8. You reach the traffic lights at the intersection and take the left lane.
9. At the next traffic lights, go straight on to the Sint-Antoniusweg.
10. After about 200m, turn right to the Molenweg, Haven 1900-1965.
11. Drive past the company Indaver (on your left) and the parking entrance of DP World
Administration.
12. Right after the railway, turn left at the junction and follow "Haven 1900-1931". This road is
called "Geslecht".
13. Further on turn left onto the parking area of Labor Dispatch (opposite the entrance of the
company INEOS).
14. You park at the visitor parking and announce yourself to security via the bell on the revolving
door.
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D. Coming from The Netherlands via A12 (toll road):
1. On the A12 towards Antwerp, take the direction "Gent-Brugge / Haven 491-2000".
2. Keep following the direction "Gent-Brugge / Haven andere nrs".
3. You drive consecutively through the Tijsmans tunnel and the Liefkenshoek tunnel (toll).
4. When you exit the Liefkenshoek tunnel, you pass the tollbooths.
5. Right after the tollbooths, take the exit "Kallo-Centrum / Doel / Haven 1500-2000".
6. At the junction, keep right to "Haven 1966-1995". - attention: sharp turn to the right!
7. At the roundabout, take the 2nd exit, "Doel / Haven 1900-1965". This road is called
"Geslecht".
8. At the junction, keep right. This road is called "Geslecht".
9. Further on turn left onto the parking area of Labor Dispatch (opposite the entrance of the
company INEOS).
10. You park at the visitor parking and announce yourself to security via the bell on the revolving
door.
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